ON-BOARD FARE SYSTEM

Fast Fare-e
Remote Reader/Validator
TM

Fast Fare-e supports all the same fare media as Fast Fare, barring cash and
coins, while simultaneously offering 3G max connectivity, Wi-Fi probing, and
wired or wireless communication, all in a sleek and compact design.

COMPATIBLE WITH

Fast Fare-e allows transit authorities to easily
introduce smart electronic media into their fare
collection system. Its state-of-the-art features let it
work in tandem with legacy fareboxes or new
Genfare products like Fast Fare, e-Fare and Mobile
Link. Eliminating cash and coins as a fare media
makes the Fast Fare-e a good choice for any
agency as it has lower maintenance and operating
costs while still supporting smart cards, magnetics,
barcodes and mobile payment simultaneously.
Fast Fare-e is the future of fare collection and
undoubtedly the leader of the pack, providing
future-proof capabilities with legacy product
support and compatibility with an array of fare
media.

Highlights:
·· Sleek and compact design allowing it to fit nearly
anywhere on a vehicle.
·· Pole mount or wall mount configurations 		
available.
·· Quick and easy Wi-Fi probing communication
with Central Data System or Genfare Link.
·· Operator Control Unit compatible through 		
RS232 connection.
·· Wireless Connection allows communication 		
between multiple Fast Fare-e devices.
·· Accepts electronic fare media that is 			
purchased from e-Fare and Vendstar series.
·· Simplified two-button control for configuration
and backup logon.
·· Voice and tone audio indicators for clear 		
messaging to all passengers.

RESPONDING TO RIDER AND AGENCY NEEDS

Why Fast Fare-e?
·· Seamless integration with Genfare Link.
·· State-of-the-art fare media acceptance 		
including smart cards, mobile payment, barcodes
and magnetics.
·· Anti-passback features to deter fraudulent fare
media use through wireless communication.
·· Full integration with Genfare products such as
the legacy Odyssey farebox or the new and 		
revolutionary Fast Fare Farebox.

Fast Fare-e Features:

Wired & Wireless Communication:

·· 5.7” Color VGA Display

·· Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

·· Two Button Configuration & Logon

·· 3G Module

·· Voice & Tone Audio Indicators

·· OCU Interface (RS-232)

·· Visual Transaction Indicators

·· Odyssey Interface (RS-485)

·· Microprocessor with Micrium

·· Single Logon Interface (J1708/1587)

·· “System On A Chip” OS
·· Variable Mounting Hardware

Product Dimensions:
·· Unit is 11.59” high x 6.10”
wide x 3.40” deep.
·· Depth including
		
installation racket is 6.82”
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